FleetMentor’s Performance Evaluation Tools

Since a big part of keeping good drivers is communicating the standards you expect and then rewarding those who perform “up to” or exceed those standards, the Performance Evaluation tools in FleetMentor® help managers develop and improve these parts of their operations.

Scoring MVRs

It is important to your business’ bottom line and your company’s reputation to establish and communicate driver safety standards. Use this customizable scorecard to develop an evaluation system and create a safety standard policy you communicate to your drivers. Use the scorecard to evaluate your drivers and applicants motor vehicle reports (MVRs) and meet annual review requirements.
Annual Performance Reviews

This fully customizable feature provides evaluation templates and tracks a variety of measures for evaluating drivers and other personnel. It provides you with a quick and easy way to conduct performance reviews for all active employees and ties in with other tools (Accident Register, Form 300, MVR Scorecard) for a complete and comprehensive review.

Reward & Recognition Programs

Reward and recognition are vital and necessary elements of any operation’s retention effort. Use FleetMentor’s Reward & Recognitions tool to create and communicate clear and attainable programs using templates, sample plans, and supporting reports.

Let J. J. Keller’s FleetMentor® help you to develop and manage your performance evaluation processes by signing for a **free, 30-day trial at** www.fleetmentor.com.